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I'd like to raise the following objections to the proposed redistribution.
 
City of Rockingham - Rockingham, Baldavis, Darling Range, Warnbro and partially in Kwinana.
I believe dividing the lga further by expanding into Kwinana and the new district of Oakford is a
mistake when I have shown in my submission that it can be divided exclusively between the
three districts of Rockingham, Baldavis and Warnbro. I believe that lgs hold be split between as
few districts as possible. Doesnt need to expand into Mandurah which is likely to form a third
district in the future and this proposal would hamper that. Districts should remane the same
names of Rockingham, Warnbro and Baldavis.
 
City of Kwinana - should not be further divided between Oakford and Jandakot when my
submission shows it can be clearly formed solely into one district.
 
City of Cockburn - the new boundaries divides the suburbs of coogee and Hamilton Hill when
they can clearly fit into one district. They also divide the suburbs belonging to othe lgas, city of
Melville and city of Fremantle when they can clearly be reunited as per my proposal. Agree that
Bibra Lake is the best name for the new boundaries.
 
City of Fremantle - should be taking more territory belonging to the lga of city of Fremantle while
shedding territory belonging to Melville and Cockburn,
 
Bicton - doesn't need to shed half of east Fremantle as it should be kept as a whole lga with one
or the other. Doesn't need to spread into Fremantle and can acquire more of Melville from Bibra
Lake.
 
City of Armadale - currently spread across 3 lgas and is proposed to spread into a 4th when its
population can easily fit into 2 and a bit but due to numbers in darling range can be reduced over
time. The district of Jandakot should be renamed Piara Waters due to being the centrepoint and
population centre of that district.
 
Oakford - takes in voters from 4 different districts and as many lgas and divides the lgas
unnecessarily. The new district would be better served taking I  voters from as few committees
of interest as possible. As I have demonstrated with Mundaring.



 
Mindarie- would be better suited to being called Clarkson 
 
Hillarys/Padbury - become unnecessarily elonged instead of square. Duncraig would be a better
name for Carine.
 
Cottelsoe - can easily shed all of the Town of Cambridge and stay within limits. 
 
Perth - theshape of the district becomes weird looking and should be fixed.
 
Mandurah - loses part of its lga to the metropolitan area where it should stay together as it is
most likely going to be able to form a third district in the near future.and should go the other
way and expand north.
 
Collie - Preston should reunite the suburb of Australind which is divided between 2 districts.
 
Vasse - should shed the remainder of the shire of Capel and be solely within the confines of the
city of Busselton. Busselton is therefore a better name for the division. 
 
Pilbara - the shire of east Pilbara should be totally transferred to Kimberley. The Pilbara name is
no longer relevant as it is divided between 2 districts. And sits basically in the Gascoyne region
which is  a better name.
 
Mid-west/Geraldton- similar to my suggestion and most acceptable except for the lga of
sandstone being split. 
 
Shire of Wiluna/ngaanyatjarraku unnecessarily split 2 districts when one shire can be given to
both. Ngaanyatjarraku sits better with Kalgoorlie.
 
I will send a detailed counter proposal in due time. The commission should strongly consider my
previous proposal and this feedback.
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